Throughout this article all maps and manifolds will be of class C
00
. The key idea exploited here is that a knot in the boundary of a 4-manifold which is slice in this 4-manifold (i.e., which bounds a smooth, property embedded 2-disc) may be viewed as the cocore of a 2-handle -the 2-handle being a tubular neighborhood of the slice disc. Thus We shall assume the reader is familar with the basic definitions and results of differential topologyin particular handle theory.
We shall denote the unit ball in
is an ^-manifold-with-boundary we denote the boundary of If p is a double point of Δ\, let a be an arc in Δ\ joining p to g such that a meets no other double point of Δ\. We now apply the Norman trick. This means we pipe Δ\ to Σ\ via a small annullus contained in the normal bundle of Δ\ restricted to a. The net result of this piping operation is to cancel the double point p of Δ\ against the point g = Δ\ Π Σ\. Thus we have replaced the 2-disc Δζ with a new 2-disc, ΔF 29 which is bounded by K and has one fewer double point than Δ\. Inductively we obtain K bounds a properly embedded 2-disc, i.e., K is slice in W\ be the 2-sphere along which we connect sum dWί to dW} to obtain dW 4 . We may isotope the Σ% i -1, , k, so that they meet Σ 2 transversely in a finite collection of circles. Proceeding as in Proposition 4, the collection Σ\, ί = 1, • -, k f may be replaced with another collection of 2-spheres Σ\ f i = 1, . , k such that ϊ\ n Σ 2 = 0 for i = 1, -, k, and dW 4 -(U?=i Σ\) is connected.
